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official
By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

•

The UOP Board of Regents
unanimously on Tuesday to
the Early semester calendar by
1983-84 academic year. As a
Lit, Winter Term will officially no
lunger exist.
I The Regents cited "improved
academic excellence" as their main
reason for the change, and also called
for "proper curriculum evaluations
,jd adjustments" to be completed in
i futon
order to implement the new calendar.
The vote count was 22-0, barely
mough votes for a quorum.
Acting President Clifford Hand
»l|,
I claimed to "never have seen such
serious discussion or consideration
"ately, thism
the Regents) on an issue as this
wwedlkim
euig seen asheimt
Hand, noting that the Regents
"carefully considered the studenchief| s' interests," added that they (the
ClKJ Ml the c;
?«a |egents) knew that a significant
luaent ffitijim
group of students were deeply comitsemester. ltd to Winter Term. Whether they
Ale
;
Regents) thought it was a majority
used b; to ota minority, I don't know," he
little salueih remarked.
cutten,"besai
ASUOP President Joe Hartley
aaooo

Key locks ttai
rnds of the
o combination
uld measure all

"i.l

"A bicycle should si"?
red to • solid object,"^
Tie students wrap the»
-h their tires and "J!
,Z fof jecurity. Thethd
• p the bike and carries^

Acting President Cliff Hand
disagrees with Hand on whether the
students' feelings on the issue were
given full consideration.
"I think the way the entire issue
was handled is a perfect example of
mismanagement and poor ad
ministration," Hartley stated. "If the
administration is going to make a
decision without considering the
faculty and students' feelings, they
should not ever ask," he said.
In a letter addressed to the
faculty, students and staff of UOP's
Stockton campus, Hand stated, in ac
cordance with the Regents, "Each of
the schools and colleges will carefu'lv
consider any changes in degree
requirements, including the number of
units required for graduation. This
analysis of our academic programs
must be completed...before the

Semester
meeting of the Board of Regents in
May of 1982."
This would allow sufficient time
for the new calendar to be implemen
ted in the fall of 1983.
In reference to the loss of Winter
Term, Hand said, "we must always
be prepared for changes," and ad
ded, "we also need to have goals.
We need to be flexible and find
new ways to achieve those goals,"
Hand then surmised.
In the aforementioned letter
Hand claimed that," the new calen
dar will increase the opportunities for
the professional student to pursue
general studies, and will offer students

in arts and sciences the possiblity
of
additional
specialized
or
professional study."
Thus, it was largely the
"crossover" class issue that prompt
ed Hand's strong support of the
Unified Calendar and the consequent
demise of Winter Term.
"Quality of education requires
not only that students have
specialized knowledge," Hand
stated, "but general knowledge in
many fields as well."
Hartley again disagreed with
Hand's theories, feeling that
crossover has not been any major
problem.

Winter Term
"Such programs as music
management shows that there is little
or no problem with crossover," the
ASUOP president said.
Hartley also mentioned that the
threat of legal action looms on the
horizon. On Tuesday, the ASUOP
Board of Supervisors voted to con
tinue legal proceedings.
ASUOP's attorney is currently
analyzing advertising material which
UOP administers to prospective
students. The attorney is looking into
whether or not the university is
breaking any commitment to students
who have enrolled, according to
policies and the calendar outlined in

the advertising material.
As for UOP's possible loss of
distinctiveness, Hand claimed that
very few other schools of Pacific's
size offer such a wide-open and large
curriculum.
The acting president said that
such easy crossover (as will sup
posedly be available with the Unified
Calander) is quite "a distinguishing
feature " in the realm of universities.
"The 4-1-4 wasdesignatedfor a
free-standing liberal arts college,"
said Hand. "But as the professional
schools have risen in importance at
our university, the 4-1-4 does not
work as well," he concluded.

Winter Term rally a huge success
despite tardy ASUOP publicity

Gays and Friends'
attempt to ease
the lives of gays
By Lisa Ioppini
and
Ken Bergeson

.
\ ; k f »w s&id tu®*
,c to park it in*:
n» nuarters^1*
locked.«

Staff Writers

'All too often it seems that
^ J ^arci" ca®P» • ttietal pressures tend to stifle the
"fetyles of many.''
renort W
jnuJ nr*
So says Michael (last name
round camP®
Fheld by request), a member of
,c«cted b
^ys and Friends. Posters for this
controversial group have recently aptoed all around campus—and have
^ taken down all around campus.
"Gays and Friends is a supWt/rap
, —r group designed to allow
ese people, who accept alternative
„ "on-traditional lifestyles, the optounity to meet, share, and grow
»ith others
through
weekly
'ssions," according to Michael,
c °f the main founders of the
and Friends has been in
,1'stence for seven months and has
J begun to publicize its meetings
ls Past semester.
The number of
embers fluctuates, with the average
Nance at meetings being "
16.
"embers are generally "not ex,ive'y heterosexual
and 'tend
low'ards
•he fr® ay lifest yl es »" according to
founder.
, The meetings are open to gay
'n and women, as well as
Jr°sexuals. The group is com01 sluuenis 1IUU1
Co,P'sed of students from Delta
'e8e and UOP and is open to the
Nl commurrity The focus is on
lege students because the only
ociai
structures provided for
Wexua,s by the Stockton cornlot'? are tiirce known gay bars,
jl
homosexuals are 21, and not
^'sh to drink.
This group,
il,ebefore
-v, provides an alternative to
U raditional homosexual hangouts,
® a place to meet friends on a
"?on interest basis,
i. 'he group originated last spring.
nep. uiend came to me and really
• ,eci to talk: he was gay," Michael
ftpllai
.ned. "He had been brought up
highly religious environment and
%S,Ure there was something wrong
'ltd (, • We talked for a long while
'® realized that he was not alone,
"atth e
' re were others like him."
i„t Gthers joined in, having similar
and began meeting on a
. Gays

k'Oh

ae'

maintains that this
primarily just to talk,
W at Gays and Friends provides
0rt for these people.
"People

'"d?umeets

are people no matter what their
sexual preference," was a quote first
introduced when the group began and
has remained as a motto to its mem-,
bers.
Group meetings are informal
and loosely structured. For additonal
information, contact Michael at 4625683. To avoid societal labeling,
names of those who attend are con
fidential.

Covell College
committee to

Drew Hagan photos

750 students pack lawn

discuss its fate

Managing Editor
and

By Paul Vakay
Staff Writer

The Special Committee to Consider
the Future of Elbert Covell will meet
today to discuss what's in store for
Elbert Covell College.
The 11-person committee, headed
by Acting President Cliff Hand, will
meet for the fourth time at 1 p.m.
in the Tower Conference Room, to
review possible future alternatives for
the college.
.
Topics to be discussed include
potential changes, improvements a
possible merge with C.O.P., and other
Snor aspects which pertain to Elbert
^OVeThe
^
group, which will meet
through December, seems optimistic in
their endeavors.
"The committee feels good about
the review and possible future results,
Pam Stanley, ASUOP vice-president
stated.
Besides Stanley, the committee
consists of Nancy Wayne, a senior of
Elbert Covell; Luis Brewer, Covell
student body president; two ad
ministrators, three deans of various
colleges, and three Covell faculty membCrSCommittee-member

Wayne feels
the outcome of the meetings is still very
uncertain. The committee may disperse
in December and the results may go to
another committee, or the group's fin
dings may work their way to the Board
of Regents.
In any case, the current meetings
and future findings of the 12-person
assemblage are very important to the
future of Elbert Covell College.

abuse it," making it difficult at times for
the speakers to continue.
Acting president Dr. C^fford
Hand called the turnout "emotional,"
Kevin Bartram
but noted that the Board of Regents
Editor-in-chief
would consider the Winter Term issue
on the basis of "a more deliberative
Approximately 750 people crowded process." (See Regents story).
The Winter Termites, a two man
into Knoles Lawn Monday to hear
singing group, kicked off the rally with a
speeches and songs at a rally supporting
song, "Save Winter Term" and were
a continuation of Winter Term at UOP.
followed by Reinelt.
Although the rally was one of the
Reinelt noted that throughout the
largest non-sports related gatherings in
long
and
sometimes
arduous
recent memory, turn-out was hampered
deliberative process over Winter Term,
by an ASUOP publicity campaign that
there "has never been an attempt by the
didn't start until Friday.
Administration to deal with the
The rally featured talks by ASUOP
problems of Winter Term on a one-topresident Joe Hartley, vice-president
one basis."
Pam Stanley, and Philosophy professor
"We haven't seen that there are
Dr. Herbert Reinelt.
any unsolvable problems because this
Throughout the rally, supporters of
winter term shouted and chanted "save
(See RALLY page 5)Winter Term," and "we use it, and not

By Steve Johnson

The rally was a success.
Top: The crowd reacts to an
encore performance of the
"Winter Termites"; Left: Bill
McCarty shouts his feelings on
the situation; Directly above:
Button with students' claim.

Just what is in store for UOP in the future?
By Matthew Kaestner
Staff Writer

The grand design for UOP's long
range future-"The Report of the
Presidents Commission on the
Future"~was finished last May after
two years of work by the now defunct
committee composed of /acuity,
students, and administrators. But
what does it mean for students and
faculty?
For Gwenn Brown, professor in

the philosophy department, the
report requires careful reading for
full understanding. "These things
worry me until I've combed through
every turgid line; you don't know if
they're
just
sweet-sounding
platitudes, or really going to be
used.
The 100-page report is divided
into five parts: "academic affairs,"
"student life," "financial affairs,"
"relationships among university con
stituencies," and "community ser
vices.

Each section contrains a series of
"objectives" that range from objec
tive II-C which reads: "To initiate a
drug and alcohol awareness program
with positive emphasis on physical
and emotional well being," to objec
tive III-A-4, which reads:
"To endeavor to provide all
university employees with an
adequate compensation level."
Business professor Sidney
Turoff, a member of the now defunct
Long Range Future Committee,
called the report "a combination of

cbnsensus and compromise."" He
believes the report "has value because
it puts down in a systematic way what
we are as a university," but feels that
it doesn't have "all that much that is
new."
In fact, Turoff feels that what
the report doesn't say, about
athletics, is its most important part.
Athletics are not mentioned in any
portion of the report. According to
Turoff, "in effect, we have said in

(See REPORT page 1 2)-
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EDITORIAL
Students lose WinterTerm battle
but may win tuition. Center war
^

If you elected to take a brisk walk Mon
day across Knoles Lawn, say about 3:30 or so
in the afternoon, you undoubtedly had
trouble finding your way.
See, there was this demonstration of ap
proximately 750 very determined and very
loud patrons of Pacific who like Winter
Term, and wanted to see it saved. There were
T.V. cameras, and there were speeches. But
above all, there was a lot of noise.
It was all very strange and unreal, in this
setting, on this campus. UOP students have
never fulminated in the big leagues before: it

was always a petty scream here or an isolated
cry there, never a coherent shout against, or
in this case for, something.
To be sure, Acting President Clifford
Hand found the whole situation hitting
dangerously close to home. He felt uneasy in
the role of the oppressor this time, and for
good reason. There were questions to be an
swered, and justifications to be given for the
abolition of Winter Term. But this time, the
questions came from angry demonstrators
and the answers came under the hot glare of
television lights.
Hand dismissed the collective fervor of

Take your bows
Joe and Linda
Afterview on the Death of W.T.
As I stated a few issues back, "It was fun
while it lasted...."
Rest in peace, Winter Term, you served
us well.
And now, as "The End" flashes upon
the screen, it is time for the credits of this
defunct drama to be appropriated.
The Pacifican hereby tips its hat to
ASUOP and, specifically, to President Joe
Hartley and Academic Affairs Director Lin
da Haverty, whose efforts in saving our
beloved annual January adventure in
creativity (and festivity) were not for naught.
Through the erstwhile endeavors of our
student body leaders, no longer can our
humble educational center be dubbed
"University of the (A)Pathetic." These
people sparked a flame in many of us, and
created a sense of harmony within the student
body that will be difficult to destroy in the
future.
If this sort of performance continues to
emanate from Mr. Hartley, look for Joe to

for the students" at future brouhahas h*
bet.
ween the administration and the students
The Spanos Center pot still boils hot,
by indecision over whether or not the studen
ts should float-a one-half million dollar l0an
at 18.5 percent interest rates, to pay ^
hemorrhaging debt of the center.

750 reasonable people as "emotional" and 22
members of the Board of Regents concurred
with his assessment. Hand may just as well
have called the rally "the most important
single event since the discovery of Scotch
Whiskey." It mattered not what he thought
or said, since it is generally agreed that the
Board of Regents were of the mind to make
our calendar unified, short of an act of God.
And simply because the Regents did not
vote for a Winter Term after the rally does
not necessarily mean that the rally was inef
fectual.
So, the real question at this point is sim
ply this: What effect did the rally have if not
to save Winter Term?
Certainly, one effect of the rally will be
to offer Joe Hartley a slice of the power pie
around campus. Hartley had to produce a
large turnout at the rally in order to "speak

-ria s0

1„fc

Those of us entering the pharmacy
profession have an especially important
responsibility. Part of our code of ethics
is to never knowingly dispense lifethreatening drug substances. Will we be
forced to prostitute our moral obligation
to protect the health of the public, just
as the abortionist OB-Gyn "physicians"
have recklessly abondoned their
FUppocratic Oath?
Please act now. Lives, both fetal
and maternal, are at stake.
Jennifer A. Chladek
School of Pharmacy

Hauben blasts Winter Term
exclusively by liberal arts colleges, not
multi-unit universities. Even their
serious curricular and academic
problems are often a consistent and
unresolvable matter.
Unfor
tunately, Winter Term courses seem
to follow academic extremes of
quality because ever/offering has the
same high-unit value. Clearly this
should not be so.
Anybody who wants to achieve
"personalized" instruction can do so.
Once these calendar and unit matters have
been setded, most faculty will respond
professionally, without hysteria
1
recommend a similar course to you
and student government officers. I
have learned over the years, too, that

those who claim to speak for all
others are not necessarily accurate in
their own perceptions. Your own
editorial a couple of issues ago hit the
nail on the head, concerning Winter
Term: with certain exceptions it was
"fun," and it's about to end. That at
least was honest,as many students and
faculty know.
This school will stand or fall on
its academic merit or its absence. In
my last analysis, based on
experience
teaching
at
five
schools on several calendars,
such mechanical matters are minor.
Paul J. Hauben
Professor of History and
Associate Dean, College
of the Pacific

»RR.
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was a transition fro
secondary education. It w»» •
perience. It educated me
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5: having fun," Mart.n;
1970 also produced a H
prestigious King's College in'
on that list.

At that time, there

Q—Whatwi
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--Kevin Bartram

how you feel. They are at 7000 Portage
Rd., Kalamazoo, Mich. 49001. Urge
them to stop profiteering at the expense
of human life.

H

Hfearofihee
' .
fear
j||,on1 ^
m
'Shtened
j,,nct
one mm"

Bad publicity they got and bad publicity
they deserved.

Take home abortion drug assailed

1

r.

'nacrisp.

<Ss.u«i.ed
Martins s u

Firstly, no one expected such a tremen
dously large turn-out at the Knoles Lawn
rally. Despite Cliff Hand's claim that he was
not surprised at the size and general en
thusiasm of the crowd, NO ONE predicted a
gathering such as this.
Secondly, and more importantly, local
T.V. and newspaper coverage blared the
students' loud outcries to the masses. If there
is one thing the administration of this univer
sity cowers from and abhors, it is BAD
PUBLICITY.

Letters to the Editor

Editor:
Since you refer only to faculty
proponents of Winter Term, and
mostly the same ones repeatedly, I
feel compelled to suggest to you that
there are other views among us.
Although one of my best courses is a
Winter Term one, I believe that this
calendar's liabilities outweigh its
assets. I think we need longer regular
semesters if for no other reason than
giving students more time to think
about their course work. Your
remarks on such matters as the
professional schools and potential
variable units betray emotional
ignorance. You also refuse to iace
the fact that the 4-1-4 calendar
nationally is followed almost

11'

-Steve Johnso

run for a second term in the spring.
And expect a cake-walk victory for the
Pres.
Monday's highly successful ASUOPsponsored rally/demonstration assuredly
brought blushes to some faces in the ad
ministration.

affect the body in so many ways, can
cause numerous adverse reactions when
administered in doses high enough to
induce abortion.
Among those reported are epileptic
seizures, bronchio-spasms, hemorr
haging, and possible cancer in
duction, not to mention the she maternal
deaths in a three-year period, reported in
the February 1977 issue of the
"American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology."
We cannot even turn to the FDA to
help stop the marketing of these
unethical dangerous substances. In fact,
Upjohn personnel have reported that the
FDA is actually pressuring for an in
creased research pace!
What can we do? First, write to
the Upjohn company and let them know

«.!»L'rord.3i

Tuition, too, will be a bed of thorns this
vear. The Board of Regents may think twiCe
before they sock the students with a ten per.
cent-plus hike, as they did last year
c Frorn l ,H to enJ
So Winter Term may have been the
wtdestin;,xcit<r,1f
andf u
sacrificial lamb for the good of the students idleness
b
jmflu Abbey. A u.,rn >»
in
on other mordant issues. If the students lost «Ab^-rw"rn
the battle to save Winter Term, they may well
win the war for reasonable tuition and
Spanos Center funding.

Holes in editorialclaims student

Editor,
Something terrible is quietly hap
pening within the pharmaceutical in
dustry.
The Upjohn company has become
the first major American drug manufac
turer to research and ultimately market
a drug substance created expressly for
killing, rather than enhancing, human
life.
I am referring specifically to
Prostaglandin F2 alpha - the new do-ityourself home-abortion wonder drug.
Within the next 2-3 years, a woman will
be able to purchase these vaginal sup
positories at the corner pharmacy, and
subsequently deliver a dead or dying
fetus in the privacy of her own
bathroom.
Prostaglandins, since they do

ro*'ng (jUh«v'1

Editor:
In last week's editorial titled
"UOP's Uniqueness Gone," you chose
to express your opinion concerning
several issues facing the university
today. However, as a journalist, you
have a certain obligation to substantiate
your opinions with pertinent factual in
formation; you have chosen to, ignore
this obligation.
Furthermore, your
statements in last week's editorial are
laughable, bordering on ridiculous.
Ridiculous is the only term which
could accurately describe your ideas
concerning UOP's "new" alcohol
policy. Actually, this policy is not new
at all. UOP regulations simply reflect
California state law.
True, enforcement of these regula
tions has been lax in past years.
However, certain serious incidents over
the past two years have placed the
university in a situation where increased
enforcement is necessary. This will not
destroy UOP's "liberal social life" as
you believe. Such a term reflects student
attitudes, not university policy.
Student attitudes are also changing
academically. Demand for professional
school curriculums has mushroomed.
Thus, facilities must be expanded to
meet this demand. Anyone with a highschool understanding of basic

economics can understand that. At
tacking UOP's professional schools as
"not good enough to receive such extra
attention" is inane. Contrary to your
belief, they (especially engineering) are
among the most respected professional
schools on the west coast. Just ask any
firm that comes here seeking to hire
graduates!
Your closing remarks are par
ticularly amusing. Twenty years from
now, your potential employer .will be
grumbling
about
your
poor
qualifications as a journalist, not your
alma mater.
Bob Ley
School of Engineering
Senior
Mr. Ley,
Yes, I do agree that a journalist
must use highly factual and truthful in
formation in any article.
Opinion
should be left out of any news article.
However, the article in reference
was an editorial. (If you had lifted your
eyes two inches higher, you would have
realized that you were in fact reading the
"Editorial" page.)
Editorials, by
nature, are opinion, based on fact 7
stated my opinions and made no factual
misnomers. I challenge you to locate
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THE PACIFICAN

OUR POLICY

Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Monday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material.
Editorial
comment reflects the views of
the Pacifican editorial board.

any factual mistakes printed
referred-to editorial.
Mr. Ley, you are bordering
foolishness when you attempt M
with, my comments on the newM
policy which UOP's adminisIM
plans to invoke in the coming
Actually, the policy is quite new.>
being implemented because
alcohol policy is ineffective in
trolling that aspect of the stink1
lives which the administrationa
trol.
You either are very uninfoi
this topic or lead a very cons
social life if you feel that tit
guidelines will not have a severei.
on how students spend their freetw
Regarding your aommen
professional schools, I still feel0 _
ding a library expansion (wW®,
serve 4,000-plus students) far
expansion of professional s
facilities (which would aide t>
smaller percentage of UOP ^
am hardly alone or unjustified
regard.
/ will not allow myself to
professional enough to argue*1 ,
final comment. The position 101.
hold (see staff box) is proofed
you are wrong.
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By Steve Johnson
Managing Editor

imagine growing up during a major civil war
and having a father that served for
iliree years as an ambassador to the world's most
(0werful country.
' If you can conjure up these images, then you may
iderstand the first 18 years of UOP sophomore Abl
Martins'amazing life. But hang on. There's more
When Martins was only two years old, his father
carted him down to Westminster Abbey for a
christening in the best Anglican style.
From that ostentatious beginning, Abu Martins
seemed destined to enjoy a life blessed with a blend of
uniqueness and excitement. Since that day at West
minster Abbey, Abu Martins has not slowed down
Martins was born in 1959 in London. At 'that
lime, his father served as High Commissioner from
- to the British
government.
High Com, .
,w ,
V.UII1missioner is roughly equivalent to an ambassador in
both power and prestige.
According to Martins, his father was a "strict
disciplinarian," and demanded only the best education
studying at Oxford,

[orhis children.

"My father wanted me to start up a school in

Nigeria so I could have a good idea of my roots "
Martin says in a crisp, educated British accent.
Martins studied in underprimary school until the
„.of 11, cultivating a growing love of music and a
heightened fear of the effects of a civil war that started
1966 and cost one million Nigerian lives.
In 1970, Martins' life took two fortuitous turns.
First, his father retired after serving three years as am
bassador to the U.S. government under
President Lyndon Johnson, and took Abu on an in
ternational field trip through England and to Germany
aid Spain.
"It was a transition from primary to a sort of
secondary education. It was a very, very enjoyable ex
perience. It educated me in a different way-meeting
people, having fun," Martins says.
1970 also produced a list of 36 new enrollees to
prestigious King's College in Nigeria, and Martins was
on that list.
"At that time, there were twelve states in Nigeria

ted,

three students from each state were selec
Martins notes.
After four years at King's College, Martins
crossed the North Atlantic Ocean once again, for the
bonny isles of England and the intellectual climate of
Haileysburg College in Harfordshire.

Martins also got his first real, bitter taste of
racism while working door-to-door.
"I knocked on a National Front Party member's
door one afternoon, and he called me an obscenity, a
racial slur," Martins says, with eyes that are reflective
and angry.

««Q„^v.art'n-S-in?te<*tbat b's father suggested the move
P
bllls"' but Abu says that he "didn't
r
.
regret the move at all."
There were only three black students at the enthf I- i j u b u t i l d i d n ' 1 b o t h e r m e . I w a s c a p t a i n o f
tne Held hockey team and prefect for our house of 38
men," Martin says.
At Haileysburg, Martins also met Mr. Page, his
housemaster, who Martins calls "one of my biggest in
fluences."

"But racism is not my problem. I mean, if
somebody doesn't like my skin color, that's their
problem.
"It was the same situation when I considered en
tering Archania. Some people told me that Archania
was a racist house, but I saw it as a challenge to be ac
cepted in a fraternity with no blacks," Martins says,
leaning back against his bed.
A series of odd jobs in London, one as a barten
der, another as a partner in an insurance firm, lead
Martins to the belief "that I could make money
without school."
But Martins decided to return to school, partly on
the urging of his father, and partly for an active social
life.

He was short, about 5 foot 6, but tremendously
strong. He was a fabulous field hockey player, and
even when he was tired, I could see it in his eyes, he
would go on.
He taught me to trust people that were worth
trusting. He gave me a great deal of confidence in
myself," Martins remembered.
Martins' English education continued at Wor
cester College at Oxford in 1977, a school that Martins
says he never even considered while at Haileysburg.

Although Martins toyed with the idea of atten
ding college at Stanford, he ultimately picked UOP.
The philosophy department here is very good,
and the school is quite small," Martins noted.
Aside from majoring in philosophy, Martins also
finds time to participate in Archania social activities,
play guitar, and write music.

"My father had graduated from St. John's
College at Cambridge and he wanted very much for me
to attend there. But St. John's was a scientific sort of
school, and I had no intention of studying science."
Instead, Martins immersed himself in music and
philosophy while at Oxford. But the student grew
tired of the daily drain and rigor of Oxford. He felt
ready to stretch his wings far away from the classroom
and to be independent of his larger than life-size
father.

"Education is a lot more than getting straight
A's," Martins says with a sweep of his hands to em
phasize the point.
Although Martins feels that international law
could be his profession someday, he'd like to publish
some music first and "try to make enough money to
live on."
"Certainly there are a lot of options open to me.
I could work for my father's business. I could go back
to England or Nigeria," Martins says. "I see my
future as a challenge, as a challenge to be overcome,"
Martins notes with a flourish, and a laugh.
And if his past is any indication, that future will
be unique, and it will be interesting.

In 1978, Martins began selling roof coatings as a
door-to-door salesman in London. The experience
taught him a "killer instinct," an ability in Abu's
words to "go out and close a sale, to get something
done."

Abu Martins stands in front of his
fraternity at UOP, Archania house.
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(1—What was your most
embarrassing alcohol-related
experience?

J WANT 707HANK7HE&WK0F
MBK'CA VEK5Ar£Lt£/?~AJSrVMATEP
r&ux macf/me oNsourH fhzst
street. ano thankwu s o f a ,
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By Lett Garvey and Kevin Higdon
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Gary Allegre; Sr.; SBPA:
1
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First week of school I went to a frater
nity party that had "Everclear" in the punch.
' ended up in the naked lady room in South
west (I didn't know the girls that lived there)
'"the bathtub, puking all night.
Steve Weitzer; Jr.; SBPA:
Last year during the little sister
scavenger hunt, I passed out on Omega Phi's
front lawn, and guys from one of the other
fraternities threw water balloons and beer
bottles at me all night long.
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ALL /HALL, THERE ARESoMAW HELPFUL ,
CONVENIENTLOCATIONS ANP 5ERWCE5,
/TMXjLPTAKELO/GEETHAN ONE
AFTERNOON rz>7?PFKBWK<*AH£FXA
Fete ALL THESE EXAMPLES OF MONEY
Convenience, therefore,t OFFER
ONE 31& 'THANK, you' TO
BANK OF ANERtCA f

Judith Chambers; V.P.; Office of Student
life;
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It goes back to before the war when I
°nce had too many martinis. I wouldn t give
a"ything specific if 1 could; we're doing this
J
wi,ole new alcohol policy.
Mike Papanek; Sr.; C.O.P.:

I got drunk and thought that I under
stood Clifford Hand.

7 WANTTO THANK MY
Mom and VEpj Too.

I ALMOST Tueoor
Alii:'son Archer; Jr.; SBPA:
IL was out
UUl at
ell Buckley
uuuiviv; cove drinking.
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J
i
T II7Q<
*asd;
~ Jancing around and got so drunk I was 1
u«vk oi
back
of a irucK.
truck getting
gci.i.i«6 sick— Two
.guys
-.
- to carry me up three flights of stairs in
°uthwest They had to clean out the truck
;nd the bathroom floor.
I had the worst
ailgover the next day.

Rene St Denis; SBPA; Sr.:
I was at a party and got into an argument
date People started backing up us
b«h.7s,ood 'inVmiddle of this fight
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hands over my face saying, "I'm invis
ible. I'm invisible."
my
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but not necessarily
assigned to active duty. Find
out about it.

Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there
are many aspects of the Army
that you might find very
attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

MED SCHOOL,OH US
You read it right.
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship
Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab
fees, even microscope rental during medical
school.
Plus a monthly stipend that works out to
about $6,000 a year.
After you're accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted into our program.
Then you're commissioned and you go
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate,
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every
year the Army gave you as a med student, with
a minimum obligation of three years' service.

INTERNSHIP RESIDENCY
& CASH BONUSES
Besides scholarships to medical school, the
Army also offers AMA-approved first-year
post-graduate and residency training programs.
Such training adds no further obligation to
the scholarship participant. But any Civilian
Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the
Army gives you a one-year obligation for
every year of sponsorship, with a minimum
obligation of two years' service.
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every
year you're paying back medical school or post
graduate training.
So you not only get your medical education
jtififp if paid for, you get extra pay while you're paying
it back. Not a bad deal.

null!

aipi

A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE
Bal
:

is Rliis i

The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one
of excellence, dedication, even heroism. And
it's a challenge to live up to.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of
professionalism, regarded as a critical member
of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match in
civilian practice.
And, since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll
enjoy more respect and authority than most of
your civilian counterparts. You'll also enjoy
travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's
privileges.
Army Nursing offers educational oppor
tunities that are second to none. As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree
programs at civilian universities.

A BONUS FOR
PART-TIME WORK

He'sa

U0P S°Phomo*

busines
He'sa

s maj<>r

You can get a $1,500
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve
units. Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits.
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It
comes out to about $1,100 a year for one weekend
a month and two weeks annual training.
And now we have a special program to help
you fit the Army Reserve around your school
schedule.
It's worth a look.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE,
TUITION-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses
and courses in many clinical specialities. All on
the Army.
While these programs do not cost you any
money, most of them do incur an additional
service obligation.

A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE

A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW
If you're about to get your law degree and
be admitted to the bar, you should consider a
commission in the Judge Advocate General
Corps. Because in the Army you get to practice
law right from the start.
While your classmates are still doing other
lawyers' research and other lawyers' briefs, you
could have your own cases, your own clients,
in effect, your own practice.
Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and privi
leges of being an Officer in the United States
Army. With a chance to travel and make the
most of what you've worked so hard to
become. A real, practicing lawyer. Be an Army
Lawyer.

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS

Some may find college to be the right place
at the wrong time for a variety of reasons The
Army can help them, too.
A few years in the Army can help them get
money for tuition and the maturity to use it
wisely.
The Army has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous
bonus is added to that.
So 2 years of service can get you up to
$15,200 for college, 3 and 4 years up to $20,100.
In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available
for 4-year enlistments in selected skills.
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
and the Army can send an individual back to
college a richer person in more ways than one.
We hope these Army opportunities have
intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright
person like you.

Though you're too late for a 4-year
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year
scholarships available.
For more information, send the coupon.
They include tuition, books, and lab fees.
Plus $100 a month living allowance. Naturally
they're very competitive. Because
besides helping you towards your
Please tell me more about: • (AM) MediraKrK^l
ja
w jdegree, an ROTC scholarship helps
Amy ^
• (AN) the Army Nurse Corns • (AT A
i
you towards the gold bars of an
•(FRI ROTC Scholarship •
7U ArBmv Uwf,
Army Officer.
•(PCI Army Education Benefit
'e Bonusestits.
Stop by the ROTC office on
campus and ask about details.
NAME

UP TO $170 A MONTH
You can combine service in the
Army Reserve or National Guard
with Army ROTC and get between
$7,000 and $14,000 while you're
still in school.
It's called the Simultaneous
Membership Program. You get $100
a month as an Advanced Army ROTC
Cadet and an additional $70 a month
(sergeant's pay) as an Army Reservist.
When you graduate, you'll be
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant,

„
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jhroud of Turin may
ie real, says prof
By Arthur H. Maynard
Professor of Religious Studies

^ pacifican has asked for my
' t0 the article on the Shroud
![fin, which appeared in the Sun.'Stockton Record" and was
L distributed by Associated

find ™awhS0"Sp0in,ofvi™.I
irrelevant who1' •»«"« rather
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piritual relationship with G n d
through Christ. We know ha,
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from a scientific point of view, I
1 to agree with the scientist
in the article, John
Heller,
said, "We don't have the
^ques, and we may not have the
Lues for a long time, if ever..."
^wer the question as to whether
,oi the Shroud was the burial cloth
jesus." I would also agree with
members of the research team
nant a carbon-14 dating of the
d although that method of

dCad and

""tied and

Ssa^ra" " Wieve that he also
buried1, J.Me C "h ln w"ich he was
ouned is really quite irrelevant to
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jndeed, it would become
the object of a misplaced veneration—
to°GodP
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directed toit

Pe°ple

instead ot

may'feel

that the
stabhshment of the authenticity of
the Shroud would be proof of the

Who's Bob Michel?
He's a UOP Sophomore
He's a business major
He works and shops at
Joseph Bernard Clothiers
Why?
Because it offers his style
of traditional clothing
presented in a comfortable
and friendly atmosphere.
Stop by and let Bob help
you select the just right
clothing for causual wear
on campus
•1 very speciaJ store for men

feepfj JBernarb

5638 N. Pershing
Stockton, Californiz
951-5722

jytMr,,
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A V E N U E

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95204

946-0480

OF STOCKTON
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• HALLMARK CARDS
• STATIONERY
•PARTY SUPPLIES
• GIFTS
• BRIDAL REGISTRY

party goods
supplies & make-up

free gift wrap and delivery

existence, and show of the unique
nature ot Jesus, and would thereby
serve to give validity to his teachings.
The existence of Jesus has been rather
firmly established by scientifichistorical methods. The validity of
his teaching is not dependent on the
authenticity of a rather unusual stain
on a linen cloth. It depends on the
way in which those teachings have
enabled millions of people through the
centuries to find a closer relationship
to God and a better understanding of
the Divine Will and purpose for their
lives.
It is important to Christians to
know as much as they can about
Jesus, and to have any object that was
asociated with him may help some
people to feel closer to him. I know
that it was religiously significant for
me to walk along the shore of the Sea
of Galilee, because I felt that was the
one place in Palestine that had not
changed much since Jesus walked
there. On the other hand, too much
can be made of such objects. I have
read that there is enough wood, iden
tified ac fragments of the true cross,
to make forty crosses. That statement
may not be accurate, but it issustrates
the problem that exists with regard to
such matters.
A summary conclusion would be
that I am skeptical, waiting for fur
ther scientific evidence, and that in
any event I do not find it very
significant for Christian faith. The
story is told of a Confucian scholar,
Han Yu, who in 820 A.D. protested
the veneration of a bone that was
traditionally a bone of the Buddha.
In return for his protests, he was
driven into exile. I trust I will not
share his fate, but I share his skep
ticism as to the religious values of
such relics.
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'Winter Termites" Bill Kochenderfer and John Tucker entertain the student rally
held on Monday.

RALLY (from page 1 )
Administration hasn't even tried to solve
them," Reinelt said.
"This Administration is simply
throwing the baby out with the bath
water," Reinelt noted.
Reinelt said that the conflict over
Winter Term came from the faculty in
the Engineering and Conservatory
schools.
"The students in the Engineering
and Conservatory schools love Winter
Term," Reinelt said, adding to the
crowd that "if you lose Winter Term,
you lose one-fifth of the classes you now
have. That doesn't increase your choice
at all."
Concerning the loss of freedom
and the prospects of "Summer Term,"
Reinelt said, "When we're told that in
the month of May, we'll by able to be
flexible and creative, - I don't believe
them."
President
Hartley
followed
Reinelt's address by pointing to the

Alpha Chi Omega welcomes their
new fall pledges:

Karen Hedlund.Laurie Resso, Laura Spatz,
Ellen Temby, Jayne Yokayama

Involvement From
Beginning To End
Custom work also means you sit
down with the client, person-toperson. Because specs don't always
tell the whole story, people do. And
you stay with a project until the
device works, and the customer is
happy.

There's More
Our catalog products are concen
trated in the areas of telecommuni
cation, mask-programmable ROMs,
and microprocessors. We're also a
leader in uncommitted logic arrays,
offering "semi-custom'' solutions to
clients' design problems.

1503 St. Mark's Plaza
Venetian Gardens
Stockton
951-9673

like field trips, and the like, that you
simply can't teach during the regular
semester," Phillips noted.
C.O.P. Sophomore Sherri Glanville said that she also supported Winter
Term, and chose UOP over Georgetown
University of Washington because of the
4-1-4 calendar.
Student Jonathan Arthus noted
that "there's never been anything like
this at UOP. "It's never been a school to
buck the administration."
Bill McCarty, an art major, had a
rational outlook on the turn-out
for the rally, saying, "We showed thai
the students do care - look at all the lawn
space we covered."
President Hartley noted that the
large turnout would have an effect on
issues aside from Winter Term.
"It's bound to carry over," 'harley said. "We've still got some major
issues facing the students like student
payment of the Spanos Center and the
probable tuition increase for next year."
"Those are critical issues for the
students,_ and after today, the Ad
ministration has to realize that the
students are a definite force to be
reckoned with, rather than ignored."

Why Work For
Just One Company
When You Can Work
For Many?
AMI is the acknowledged world
leader in custom MOS/LSI.We work
with a client to solve a specific prob
lem in a unique way. So, by working
with AMI, you're involved in a variety
of projects with clients who make
everything from large computer
systems to sewing machines.

Polo, b y R a l p h L a u r e n

Administration's "ethical respon
sibility" to deliver Winter Term to the
students intact.
"This Institution promised us
something and now they're trying to
change the rules in the middle of the
game," Hartley said.
Hartley told the Pacifican that
although ASUOP's ad campaign started
late, he was pleased with the turn-out.
"This turn-out just speaks to the
point on how central an issue this is to
the students."
"When we started out four weeks
ago, the odds for saving Winter Term
were about a million to one against us,
and now they're about a thousand to
one." Hartley said.
Pharmacy student Dan Berky said
he supported Winter Term, because
"education is now used only for career
preparation. All humanistic reasons for
education have gone out the window."
Sociology professor John Phillips
called the effects of the rally "something
that's been missing from UOP for a
long time."
Phillips said he . supported Winter
Term based on the uniqueness of the
one month program.
"There are simply some classes,

And Still More

AMI offers you a wide range of
benefits, including a Co-Op Honors
Program where you can take upper
division or graduate courses in your
field on a part-time basis at Stanford
University. There's also full tuition
reimbursement for approved course
work at any one of a half-dozen
colleges and universities nearby.
AMI has Medical, Dental, Accident,
Disability and Life Insurance pro
grams, along with an optional Kaiser
Health Maintenance program.

Talk To Us—We'll Be On
Campus October 22
If you're about to graduate with a
degree in Chemical Engineering,
Chemistry, Computer Science, Elec
tronic Engineering, Material Science,

Mathematics, or Physics, we'd like to
discuss your future and AMI. You
can arrange an on-campus interview
through your job placement office
for our visit on Thursday, October 22.
Or contact us directly: College
Relations Department, American
Microsystems, Inc., 3800 Homestead
Road, Santa Clara, CA 95051 (408)
246-0330, or 2300 Buckskin Road,
Pocatello, ID 83201.
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You Get To Do It At

A M E R I C A N MICROSYSTEMS. I N C

An Equal Opportunity Employer, m/f/h /v.
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depression

'American as apple pie'

Procrastination causes anxiety
technique—the Wise Process—for putting the
into nudge.

By Mike Dunne
Special lo the Pacifican

The class icsig<>ment is due in a week Th» c,v.d"rit
know- the deadline. He is also aware he is far from
finished with the project.
amiu yet ne dawdles. Me shoots some baskets. He
lies on his bed and reads comics. He wanders into the
ki t hen for a couple of cookies and a glass of milk. He
prnches on the television set.
He'1 fallen into a habit "as American as apple
pie, Coca-Cola and mother"—procrastination.
Unlike the others, however, it's bitter. And if left
unchecked, can lead to impatience, anger, anxiety and
depression.
"Procrastination is postponing something that
needs to get done, something that has to do with sur
vival and our well being." Dr. David Wise, a San
Francisco and Palo Alto clinical psychologist
specializing in procrastination, anxiety and
depression, is addressing a group of American River
College students and faculty members.
He explains that a person procrastinates when he
carries around in his mind a picture of thought that
continually reminds him that a necessary task is unpleasent.
That picture, adds Wise, repeatedly tells him that
a chore is "grossly unpleasant, impossible, or meaning
less even it completed.'
He's even coined a term to describe the handicap:
"udge," nudge without the "n." And as any respec
table clinical psychologist, he's come up with a

back

People procrastinate for numerous reasons, said
Wise in speech and interview. Some put off mundane
chores because the tasks carry lingering associations of
dominating parents; taking out the garbage, for exam
ple. Some avoid fulfilling their responsibilities out of
fear that if they catch up with every pending duty their
life would be meaningless, despairing, empty
("They're afraid to face what the Buddhists call the
void."). And while some recognize that they could ac
complish moreif they were better organized, they balk
at far-sighted planning because of fear their life would
be too structured, and thus empty of spontaneity and
freedom.
The key to overcoming procrastination, according
to Wise, is "the willingness to identify the picture in
your mind" that says a task is grossly unpleasant, im
possible or meaningless. "If you don't use the
capacity to will, you tend to lose it," he remarked.
"The critical question," says Wise, "is, 'Am I
willing to handle this task despite the mental pictureI
have associated with it?' When the answer is yes, at
that moment I have taken control of my mind and my
life."
He advises: "Picture what you want to do, con
ceive it. That precedes manifestation. Then work out
apian. Write down the obstacles. Ask yourself,'Are
there solutions?' You'd be surprised how easily
solutions become available...If a person means
business, the problem gets handled."

jot down a specific, unappealing goal, break it into
"bite-size, do-able" pieces, and estimate a time to
finish each segment.
Procrastinators usually
procrastinate, said Wise, because a chore viewed in
one single block seems overwhelming.
Once a procrastinator gets into the habit of iden
tifying his "udges," masters his will and adopts this
technique for completing burdensome chores, he'll be
a new person. His consciousness will be altered, his
self-esteem will heighten, and he'll start to think ot
himself as "someone who gets things done" rather
than as someone who puts off tasks, said Wise.
"Once you stop procrastinating in one area, you
tend to stop it in other areas."
On the other hand, a person who fails to face up
to procrastination runs the risk of sinking into more
debilitating depression.
Wise said he discovered the concept of the
"udge" one spring as he unenthusiastically gathered
his financial records to complete his income tax form.
"I found myself doing my taxes." As he complained
of his procrastination to a friend, Wise suddenly
realized "that what was stopping me from finishing
the job was a mental picture of the impossibility of find
ing, the necessary tax information." Liberated by the
insight that he had been reacting to a "mental picture"
of the chore, he returned to the search for pertinent tax
papers and quickly completed the task.

In his practice, he found something else—depressed
and anxious clients often were procrastinators. Their
unfinished burdens reinforced their low self-esteem

depressmn.

• Specialties offered in the following fields:

Estates, Trusts & Wills
Corporations & Real Estate .
Generalist (Evenings only)

• ABA Approved
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It may have killed the cat..
...but at Underwriters Laboratories, we like to think it has
saved many lives and valued properly since 1894.
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and mental state in which a person holds a thougj,,
their<
mat something is
" and they can't do anything about it.
Procrastination enters the picture, he added
because "postponing validates that you can't Hn
work on dissolving ^
S^"L,aS^"dorhi„8
|h^i#d''1rke/*an, "hat (T,£'" '
His efforts to persuade chents to envis,on ^ '^V 1 1 anot * h a n r nf' h l
"udges" in their lives is only one phase of his *A1* t h l 5 trcou^' s l ,.|
multi pronged therapy to alleviate depression. He a]So
techniques, dietary uianj,
cliauj e. i dyi
nrpccribes relaxation ictumMuw,
c5,r!t
«iooe^
r Twenty percent of my patients respond to changes it
ul'; ourse
rC
nutrition, particularly by eliminating sugar, caffeine
""" acupuncture,
acupuncture, a
strenuous aerobic
and alcohol."),
a ™uous
exercise program ("A fit body is much less likely tobe
depressed," said Wise, a marathon competitor), ani
affirmation therapy, akin to a mantra-hke chant- «|
get things done right away" — which when repeated, say,
10 times in the morning and 10 more times in the
evening often helps improve a person s self-concept,

CARPENTER'S
UNION
Construction continues on the new engineering building
despite a carpenters strike.
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Tenaza, who has directed 111 L
previous January trips to Africa,i.
specialist in animal behavior, wilj
(from page 6)
ecology and wildlife photography,
..
,, . ,, Itiizedas a coup, bei.mM
Those participating ,n the!
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can expect to see: such game . j itsdf| Sadat
elephants, cape buffalo, lions, I sere not universally populai
pos, cheetah, and a variety of i
As Dr. Cortlandl
Although the course is prim rale professor in the IK j
for UOP students, it is available
community residents on a sp to dissatisfaction a ml
available basis. For details, phi ®ain of Sadat's polk
•tier of people.
A fin
Tenaza at 946-2182.
Mows in the wake of the
lot of students and intel
west of prominent M<
wptic Christians—all of
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Emotions fade; UOP talks Sads
Perhaps President Sadat's
assassination, much more than any
other world leader's death, has had
the widest media coverage from
commentaries, documentaries,
proposed movie to rumors and fears
of was expressed by various highly
placed analysts throughout the world.
It is nearly two weeks since that
morning when American households

woke up to be greeted by the horror
of the assassination of President An
war Sadat. The Pacifican, having
allowed emotions and the like to
fade, chose this second week to
interview members of UOP's
faculty and students from both the
US and abroad. Those responding
gave their own analysis of the current
situation in Egypt and insights into
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If we've piqued your interest, and you're more than a little curious,
please sign up in the placement office for an interview, or call us at
(408) 985-2400, orwrite:UL,1655Scott Blvd.,Santa Clara,CA95050.
An equal opportunity employer.

an independent, not-for-profit organization
testing for public safety

pen more

Dr. Rich Tenaza will leadthL Most of, 'overall"|liuh
day expedition to Kenya to studvj ctoeness ana mnst imr
photograph the wildlife, plants, tearing;^ the
cultures of East Africa.
ibeirlikmg for inter
"Even more imp''' '-1 •1
Participants in the course»b|e t0 wrap your arms ami
visit major game parks and reservt „ound another human be my
The study tour leaves from SanFtjijje, more alive. There 's
cisco on Dec. 28 and returns Jan.r «'jhe being close to

BSME
BSIE
BS in Physics

Our benefits package features 2 weeks' vacation the first year, 3 weeks'
vacation the third year, a 381/2 hour work week, and six month perfor
mance appraisals for the first two years. You are also eligible for our
comprehensive medical/dental coverage 2 weeks following your
date of hire!
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- UL is interviewing candidates with the following technical degrees:.

Wednesday,
October 21,1981
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y orgasm '5
African expeditioi L your arms
offered January
'Sever else pf
A January trip to Africa isp|,
ned by the Biological Sciences'i k/Mtf being

An inquisitive mind is essential when it comes to performing
the wide variety of tests and safety evaluations on products
touching millions of lives each day. With each new product,
new questions arise, and that's where you come in.
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Litigation

cQurse>

than^Stination (loss
maladaptat.on, cheifi
than proui
forth). And not all procrastinate
are5 depressed, noted Wise. Nevertheless, WiSe rs /i'st Winter^
„„ hehavior modification significantly |J
t
found
dissolve deep-seated psychological bases contributijg
ZSii. /flO"
?o depression, Particularly in cases ^

By Pearl Crayton

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, in cooperation with the
National Center for Paralegal Training, offers an intensive
12 or 24 week LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Pro
gram will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.

,11b

and feelings of inadequacy, fueling their anxiety ^

To cultivate that will, he urges procrastinators to

Police seek
coed molester
Since the beginning of this
semester, three coeds have been grabbed
by a suspect who fits the same general
description. A Mexican male, ap
proximately 25 years old, about 5 feet, 9
inches tall, with collar-length hair,
wearing dark-rimmed glasses, attacked
his latest victim Monday afternoon near
South Hall on campus.
The young woman, who prefers to
remain unidentified, noticed the man
watching her. She crossed the street to
go to her mailbox, and he followed.
When she noticed him watching her
again, she decided to return to the other
side of the street and wait for him to go
away. He followed her a second time.
Just after she reached the sidewalk,
the suspect came up behind her, sud
denly put his hand under her skirt and
grabbed her crotch. She pulled away
from him and screamed at him to get
away from her.
The suspect stood there for a
minute or so, then walked away. The
victim called campus police, and officers
checked the area with negative results.
Students are advised to be on the
alert for this suspect and report anyone
fitting this description to campus police.
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some of the
>« 7,000 men interviewed reveal-perhaps for
(first time-their feelings about sex, what they like
Lartt in intercourse, and why. The survey's an
t destroy a few myths about what men value in
presenting a waremer, more emotional picture of
li,sexuality than many would expect.
—Editor

By Shere Hite
M1ur
t. K.
(0||
34.
tii
you JS,

Almost all of the men who answered who enjoyed
with women said they liked intercourse. However
reasons they gave were surprising. It is often
eated-in fact, almost universally assumed-that
M wen like/want from intercourse is their orgasm
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yet this is not what men have said. What men
intercourse is something else.

#jnt from

PHYSICAL PLEASURE
"««ii
n* ,uttr
only 3 percent of the answers to "Why do you
i
It
intercourse?" mentioned orgasm at all; the
mi
•
£fc8i lowing are quite atypical answers:
ar,,h
n ,T
°n coaJSi
"Intercourse is the ultimate sensual pleasure for
;„.that
is, the orgasm during intercourse. No other
•nKh »Jy_
jjnsual
pleasure
is as good."
10
"I have avoided emotional contacts with women
jd use intercourse to gain the physical contact with '
idem 1 need for my orgasm."

'Even more important than
he orgasm is being able to
nap your arms and legs and
klever else around another
man being."

African expedition
0,ffer

ed Januaij

* January tnr> t° Africa».
«J by (be Btoh gicaj

"went u UOP.

'' ku" 1 "na/a will Ieadthc2|. Most of the men who answered gave physical
» 1 "i* !111on to Kenya to studyal closeness and overall body contact-full-length em'<rjph 'he wildlife, plats bracing-as the most important physical element of
hum of East Africa.
their liking for intercourse:
"Even more important than the orgasm is being
Participants in the COB
to wrap your arms and legs and whatever else
•I maior name parks and resena
around another human being. It makes you feel less
• Mii-ly tour leaves from Sacraalone, more alive. There's just nothing like it."
1 on Dec. 28 and returns Jan.
"The being close to one another is more imporI crura, who has directed tlw
nuary trips to Africa, :i
animal behavior.
Sadat (from page 6)
dlife photography.

terized as a coup, because there was
participating in Ik -•
io substantial follow-up to the
I to see such garnet
sassination itself. Sadat's policies
cape buffalo, lie
•ere not universally popular in Egypt
ih and a variety of P I
As Dr. Cortlandt Smith,
nigh the course is pri®' associate professor in the Department
of Political Science, put it: "It does
i if students, it is
'(fleet dissatisfaction and anger over
ty residents on
otain of Sadat's policies among a
fcuiv
For details, F
•umber of people.
After all, it
946-2182.
Mows in the wake of the arrest of a
'«of students and intellectuals, the
"rest of prominent Moslems and
t0Ptic Christians-all of whom have
'Jriouscomplaints with the regime."
A. Ahmed, a graduate student
[,0m Kuwait, seemed to express the
i r f o f US relations
'lew of most Arab students. He inFW
d that dissension to Sadat's
«he
pBcies was widespread. During his
at.on offP.rhe faculty^
s in Egypt, Ahmed recalls that
frnbera of
forest
students referred to President
at UOP
tot as "Shahdat"-implying that
drM'*
, was following the footsteps of the
Hah of Iran.
The constant presence of Sadat's
•«>
-*«rme ant«-- f{)|0#
urity men, the dismissal of 18 artoward W of iso- 1 officers, and the fact that the
• )
j®oier Chief of Staff of Egypt is now
wile are further examples that
P» * CttnV
Fjdent Sadat was facing growing
the
^Position from his people.
Munir Nasser, professor in
05
nC* 1' on "IV
St
|. Apartment of Communication
- it temp
a Palestinian who has lived in
which
hn-" * ^
. L'1, said, "The entire Arab world,
^ few exceptions, and most
it
Whnians in particular, were happy
Sadat go. They saw in him an
. -acle to achieving a just peace in
eMiddIe East."
Tfe explains that the Palestinians
k.'"ey were sold out by Sadat's
Process> as is specified in the
P David agreement.
Na«er also feels that the insta'p
P-E.O. in peace talks with
J ls a must, as no genuine peace
De attained without involving the
^'"lians. But this, he said, is
'spJ'j!
' foiled by opposing Israeli
are on Washington.
Pres Aecordingly, there are too many
it Ures on Egypt that would make
Hy difficult for the new President
\la(,raki> despite his vows to follow
s Policies.

ks

"'t'roate for men; body contact more important
mastnrtfJl- °r®?SI?'
Or8asm can be had through
lf that were a11. one wanted. The close
DhvcinJ?
to thP ,contact one has during intercourse is similar
timatelv °S,eueSS of holci'ng each other or talking ine known men who could only be close
dnrino in*
selves off f,rcourse and * ^ee' they were closing them-

tourhina'^Ci 'nt,e.rcourse for a" of its human contactresponse" ° 8 at' holding, stroking, texture,

EMOTIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
REASONS
J^. Psychological/emotional reason most men
gave ror liking and wanting intercourse was the feeling
and accepted that intercourse gave
thenr"18
. paving sex and intercourse with a woman
revitalizes me. It gets me back in touch with myself
.t. Pleasures of the world around me. It makes
an anc^ whole-"3 part of life, not just a wanderer
rr

7 don *t know how to explain it
better, but intercourse is the
ultimate experience. It doesn't
feel
good
to
me for
orgasm—masturbation is better.
"More than a physical trip, lovemaking leading to
orgasm, to me, is a mind healer. It erases all the ten
sion and conflict built up between you and your par
tner during the normal course of living. It also
strengthens your image of yourself, as an acceptable,
lovable person, so that you can go back out and keep
up your identity in an alien world."
"I don't know how to explain it better, but inter
course is the ultimate experience. It doesn't feel good
to me for orgasm-masturbation is better. But I love
the closeness to a woman, it is fulfillment. It is the
ultimate acceptance that's important to me."
Some men also mentioned that they felt intercour
se allowed them to be spontaneous and expressive as at
no other time:
"Intercourse proves I'm alive, relaxes me utterly,
and lets me act natural. Other times I feel just like a
robot."
"When we are naked, conversation very rarely
centers on the weather or trivialities. Emotions are
bared and truths are revealed."
"I think I use it primarily to establish a relation-

HELPSHAPETHE FUTURE
The Atkinson Graduate School
of Management
WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY
Salem, Oregon 97301
An academically rigorous two-year
Master's program to provide the
educational Foundation for
Careers in the Management of
Business, Government, and
Not-For-Profit Organizations.

S

All interested students should see:
Tim Nissen, Assistant Dean
Tuesday, October 27,1981
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Placement Office-Anderson Hail
946-2361

M

Information on Placement, Internships, Curriculum
and Financial Aid available on request.
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for student teaching for
SL^ng of 1982 will be held in the
jtjd °f Education building WedcL,y' Oct. 21.
Meetings are
W ed at g a.m. and 12 noon.
IC'ary level sign-ups will be
. n Room 206 and the secondary
'tr 'n 'he Learning Resource Cen-

L

weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-n-TAPEsm facilities for review of
class lessons and suoDlementarv materials.
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers.

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763
1 Security Pacific PI. 94108

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
409 Hamilton Ave. 94301

DAVIS (916) 753-4800
204 F Street 95616

c„r Infmmation About Other Centers In Mo re Than 85 Maior US Cities & Abroad

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

ship—it makes it possible for me to be free and open, to
a degree that I can't attain otherwise. It's fun, too. I
notice that while sex doesn't solve any of life's other
problems, it often acts to take the edge off them—sort
of a tranquilizer."

IDEOLOGICAL
REASONS

AND

CULTURAL

Some men did not answer whether they liked in
tercourse, or why, but simply stated that intercourse is
what men do-the natural and inevitable expression of
"instinctive" male "sex drive"; for these men, inter
course was a way of verifying their male identity:
"Intercourse is a natural instinct and it proves
your manhood."
"I feel great, I feel powerful, I feel manly...ex
citable, uncontrollable...I have a sense of success,
manly fulfillment, extending joy to my partner, accep
tance by my partner, something has been exchanged
(enjoyed and shared) by both myself and partner."
"To penetrate a vagina is the male's reason of
existence. It's a strong, driving force that cannot be
lessened except by the act of copulation itself. I think
it's the greatest thing on earth, a God-given wonder.
Physically, it's driving continually. A male is always
looking and wanting."
For some men, part of this validation of them
selves as men involves not only "performing" inter
course, but more importantly "having" or
"conquering" the woman, feeling dominant, superior:
"I must admit that intercourse, to me, is tied in
with a subsidiary feeling of power over the woman,
like that of a master and slave; it means to me that I
have conquered all of her resistance."
"Intercourse means I've gotten the woman. I en
joy a woman's subservience."

"To penetrate a vagina is the
male's reason of existence.
It's a strong, driving force
that cannot be lessened except
by the act of copulation it
self."
"I feel stronger than I am during sex. Like I'm
some macho, virile man. Like a Greek warrior. Like
an Indian warrior. I feel I can do anything and
everythingI want to her."

IS MALE ORGASM AN ESSENTIAL
PART OF INTERCOURSE?
Most men feel that male orgasm is the point of sex
and intercourse:
"I've never had sex without orgasm. If I were to
stop having orgasms, then I would probably stop
having sex."
"Having orgasms is the most pleasant physical
experience in my life, bar none, and as far as enjoying
sex without them, how can there be sex without
orgasms? An orgasm is the logical culmination of sex,
and the two, orgasm and sex, cannot be differen
tiated."

"Orgasms are important but
not all-important.
I love
lovemaking the most. As long
as I can have a real long
session and she is happy, I'm
happy."
But a few men in general commented that sex in
general was enjoyable without orgasm:
"Orgasms are important but not all-important. I
love lovemaking the most. As long asIcan have a real
long session and she is happy, I'm happy."
"I enjoy being inside her so much for its own sake
that I have changed my conception of intercourse to
something that doesn't necessarily lead to my
orgasm."

STEREOTYPES ABOUT INTERCOURSE
Although stereotyped thinking would lead us to
believe that men have their strongest orgasms during
intercourse, this is not true for many men. Although
most men enjoy their orgasms during intercourse the
most overall, most men usually have their strongest
orgasms during masturbation because they can give
themselves exactly the stimulation they need.
"Fellatio is fun, intercourse is rewarding in many
ways; however, the strongest orgasm still comes with
masturbation, as you control it entirely and are best
able to fantasize during this time."
"My best orgasms have been from masturbation

(See HITE page 1 2)
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Bedroom Farce opens;
weekend shows slated
By Dean Starnes
Staff Writer

Abacab
Genesis
Atlantic
When a member of a successful
group does a successful solo album,
listeners often fear that the group will
then try to copy the soloist's formula
of success. This is what happened to
The Who on Face Dances, after Pete
Townshend's popular Empty Glass.
This is the fear for the new
Genesis album Abacab. After the
undeserving popularity that Phil
Collins' Face Value received, woulc
the group become "Phil Collins and
Genesis" or remain just Genesis?
Thankfully, Abacab is mostly pure
Genesis.

BE THERE WITH AMPEX
Information processing
and storage is one of the
most rapidly developing
technologies today. No
wonder—its applications
reach into many fields.
Ampex is there, on the
leading edge, developing
the technology in all of
those areas. From PCM
digital video computer
editors and time base
correctors, to advanced
scientific recording and
measuring devices with
high (1 Gbit/sec) data
rates and packing density
(10' bits/sq in) systems.
We're developing laser
optical recording systems,
Fourier optical systems
and digital signal proces

sing systems to advance
the state-of-the-art in
video, And our Memory
Product Division is
designing plug compat
ible disc drives, tape
drives and mass storage
systems for the com
puters of the eighties.
That's why you should
consider starting your
career with Ampex. You
-will be trained with the
latest equipment, so
you'll always be out in
front, rather than trying to
catch up. And you'll
acquire a commitment to
professional excellence
and service that is the
hallmark of Ampex. Qual
ities which will stay with
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lypnotist to appear
Travel Log by Roxanne Cowell

Incline Villageoffers skiing and eating fun
Listen closely to the students
on campus and you can hear it.
It's started earlier than usual this
year. It's still only a murmur, but
day by day it's getting louder and
louder. Bits and pieces of this low
murmur are blowing in and out of
classrooms, lunch halls, and dorm
rooms.
Phrase
like..."I
can't
wait"..."jump the bumps"...
"deep powder"..."snow bunnies"
..."apres ski"..."hot
tod
dies"...are filling the air.
And no wonder - a skier's
dream! Snow in October - what
does it mean?
To all of us
exuberant skiers ~ a pre-Christmas
ski season!
But where are you going to
stay this year? Are you tired of
your old ski hang-outs? If you are,
I've got some news for you!
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Hypnotist Tom

Deluca will perform in the Conservatory
Thursday, Oct. 22, at 8 p.m.

nea,resh

0*.

Hypnotist extraordinaire Tom
(Luca
will bring his show to UOP,
iiJ(S£|ay Oct. 22, for one perfor„ /i ig,,ort b Xonly at 8 p.m. ASUOP Social
, ^ u presenting this act, which will be
-in the Conservatory, to ASUOP
ilolders for free.
is "nvolvtdi,
in
DeLuca has successfully per
cern'ng a
iled to students nation-wide, and
e .'5 trying |
t jjwsweek" magazine has rated him
me of the top ten variety acts per
'
of
chaos.
*in °.d0 ls 8« so* ming on college campuses.''
r Su
15 at the endof
His show goes far beyond usual
_
IrtV0r do«n't ho,
1 "e Pertormctsjn,
esecuting their rm
J time whiledoingi(,yIre'y
fsils to flow
m!
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entertainment.
He includes the
audience by using his talent to induce
hypnosis and read minds.
He
displays his amazing extended sen
sory perception between him and
members of the audience, and shows
various levels of hypnosis with volun
teers that often result in revealing
hidden aspects of their personalities.
DeLuca began work as a hyp
notherapist four-and-one-half years
ago.
He dealt mainly with
psychosomatic disorders.

Can you say Incline Village?
Can you say Nevada? Can you say
casinos, dance halls, condos,
hotels, good eats, close ski areas,
and beautiful Tahoe scenery? (Can
you say, sounds like a place I'd like
to be?)
Incline Village is on the north
shore of Lake Tahoe, just across

the Nevada stateline. And it truly
does have all of the above.
First stop, the hangouts ... In
cline Village has its own special
spots, namely the Gasthouse zum
Jagermister and Goldstein's Saloon
and Dance Hall.
The Gasthouse has both
drinking and dancing. There is a
cover charge of $2. Go early if you
want a table, because it is a very
popular spot with the younger
crowd, especially on weekends.
The band "Bad Boys" is presently
there on a limited engagement.
Catch them if you can; they're very
good.
Goldstein's Saloon and Dance
Hall is exactly that, a saloon and
dance hall! It differs from the
Gasthouse in that the decor is a lit
tle nicer and the atmosphere a little
more sedate.
And then there's good eats...!
Valley,
Nothstar,
Alpine
Those are just a few of the resorts
If Mexican food sounds good
after a hard day on the slopes, you
might try Las Margaritas at
Christmas Tree Village. Or if piz
za and spaghetti sound good, give
Fat Charlie's Pizza and Spaghetti
Factory a visit.

^ e performances
fe
good,
but
^otonous, the
Action lethargic
W largely conven
tual
i Vis,
^ revelation and the
|,'n 'he relationship, we have the
• The movie: a flashback that
' Place in a moment as Tom
the past. A gaze out the
j.. by Tom, a subtle dissolve, and
1948. Father Desmond is
:h to
Bishop status in the
' Fa'tk
- n8 with his replacement
i, er hargo (veteran Burgess
i° a brief but excellent perI
as chairman of the building
-v Esmond is verv pushy and
L , ^nded; Fargo feds he is less
IjS businessman.
contracts Jack Amsterdam
Burning) to build a Catholic
0r the church. Amsterdam is a
l 1 wheeling-dealing ex-pimp who
I ^vency in exchange for the
One of Amsterdam's main
°renda (Rose Gregorio) is an
of Des' brother Tom, who once
Payoffs from Amsterdam. IT
n

seems that father Des has even slept with
at least one whore (this is unclear in the
film).
All of this corruption is happening
within the framework of the murder of
one of Brenda's ex-girls. Tom is in
vestigating the case, which involves
some dirty work of its own. As Tom
uncovers the clues of the murder in his
own abrasive way, and as Des realizes he
and Tom are both of doubtful virtue (of
course Des doubts his faith, as priests
always seem to do in movies), a chasm is
created in their relationship. They are
too much alike, and neither one is
pleased with that.
At the end of the film, a brief

deal. The Hyatt also supplies bus
transportation to and from the In
cline Village ski Area.
The rooms at the Cal-Neva
Club are comparable to those at
the Hyatt. The Cal-Neva has no
package deal to date, but it does
have two brand new cabins which
sleep six for $90 a weeknight and
$100 on weekends. Each cabin has
two bedrooms and a fireplace.
If you'd like a condo for a
weekend, you might give Southwood Townhouses a call. (Their
phone number is (702) 831-0108).
They are located in the middle of
Incline Village and prices vary with
the size of the condo.
Oh yes, and ski resorts ... In
cline has its own ski resort just two
miles above the village center. It
offers intermediate skiing, but the
runs are short and the lines are
long. It does, however, give you a
breathtaking view of Lake Tahoe
as you ski.
There are many other ski
resorts accesible from Incline, as
long as it is not storming. Squaw
Valley,
Northstar,
Alpine
Aituocws, Homewood, and Mt.
Rose are just a fewof the resorts
nearby.

PFA to host financial discussion
The Pacific Finance Association
will be hosting a panel discussion
featuring professionals in the areas of
banking, investments, and corporate
finance. The discussion will be
followed by a wine and cheese recep

tion. Tickets for this everit, which
will take place Thursday, Oct. 22
from 7-9 p.m. in the Pacific Club, are
available from any PFA member for
only $1.

)eNiro, Duvall star in True Confessions

he this is an
By Dean Stames
ake theirgirito
Staff Writer
1
'd
and if you takei
< am azed at howcte) True Confessions is one of those
tean. evervWygOKf Kjuality films that is sure to capture
than one Academy Award
price is right,
ition. Director Ulu Grosbard has
, and
thoughtful performances from
'Bedroom Farce,' 4 'Jtat Duvall and Robert DeNiro, and
fit also.
ged to create a rich and elegant
I about a conflict between two
iters in the 1940's.
However, these are the only major
stive feelings you may come away
It when the lights come up at the
iwood Theatre. True Confessions is
t a rather rapid and complex film
I never catches the direct attention of
interests.
The performances are good but
mous, the direction lethargic and
conventional.
The script is
:ly vague and confusing at
The movie is billed as a thriller,
fails to deliver on that level also,
in spite of all this, Grosbard has
one of those elegant fiascos sure
hailed the sleeper of the year.
The time is the early 1960's, and
Nation is a run-down mission in
California. Sergeant Tom
(Robert Duvall) has come to
brother, the Monsignor Dc
Pcy (Robert DeNiro) at Oes'
P®. The two have been at odus lor
J1 time over a conflict that happened
r'2 years ago, and when Des reveals
that he is going to die, it strikes a
Nve chord in Tom, culminating in
0 brothers coming together on a
"Ible level.

But if you want an interesting
meal at a not-so-cheap, but not
overly expensive price, take a drive
to the little town of Truckee.
There you have your pick of in
teresting restaurants all along
historical Commercial Row. Three
of the local favorites are Ernie's
Bistro, Grey's Toll Station, and
O.B.'s Board. O.B.'s Board is by
far the most interesting. No two
plates, cups, or napkins match
another in the entire restaurant.
There are many exciting entrees to
choose from, and the food is
delicious.
And for fun places to stay ...
try the Hyatt Lake Tahoe, the CalNeva Club, or a condo in the
village.
The Hyatt Lake Tahoe is well
known for its friendly hospitality
to skiers and gamblers alike. The
Hyatt offers a package deal which
includes room and tax for two
nights, four complimentary
cocktails (if you're 21), and $19
worth of food credit in any of it's
three restaurants, for only $49.95
per person.
Considering that their room
rates are normally $60 a night for
two, this package is a very good

The two brothers realize that bygones
should be bygones in a most vague
manner that left me feeling like the scene
had no real conclusion.
Fans of Duvall and DeNiro will
relish this film. However, I found their
performances to be largely onedimensional, with that Brandoesque
"thought-filled" style that lacks, in this
case, enough subtext to make their
staring and frowning interesting. Only
one scerr ; 'livers on a subtextual level Des an • om visit their sick, rather senile
mother an I have to put up with her
inane chati ring while being very kind to
her at the same time.

Grosbard uses shallow focus con
stantly, which gives this film a rich tex
tured feel reminiscent of "The God
father." He also makes interesting use
of crane shots and crowd scenes, but
otherwise the film is rather conventional
in direction and composition. This
can't help but create a very plain-feeling
film, despite its slickness that is boring at
times. Grosbard has proven once again
that good films don't have to be in
teresting.

T-SHIRTS, SWEATS, AND SWEATERScustom printed for you dorm,
club, sorority, or fraternity.

CAMPUS REP. - ROB
944-7405

University of the Pacific

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
M.B.A.
6,

%

Students of All Majors and Fields Invited
Come t o our meetings t o hear about our MBA and
PhD Programs and t o ask any questions about t h e
cirriculum, admission, financial aid, and career
opportunities abailable in t h e following fields of
management:
Finance
Economics
Marketing
Accounting
General Management

Health Administration
Public and Non Profit
Human Resources
Management Science
Policy

NOW ACCEPTING LAYOUT
APPLICATIONS FOR 1981-82 STAFF

Friday, October 23
Contact Career Planning and Placement for sign ups.
ggj-STTnim.-ilnMl. 11 jIUUirnnlnnlnaloullinfnnib^lo^U^oioqiopinnfpalPPIPPIQBiaBlBia

FOR THE FACTS
ABOUT THE WESTLANDS...
Federal Redamation Law,
Acreage Limitation...

Available in ASUOP &

Ask California Westside Farmers. Since the
soil was first broken some 60 years ago, our
farm families have been there... through the
changes, the challenges, from one genera
tion to the next. We think there's a lot you
ought to know about.

EPOCH office (3rd floor, North Hall)

someone whtfs
been there.

"CATCH THE MOMENT'

California

Westside
Farmers
Write us at:

Security Bank Building
1060 Fulton Mall
Fresno, California 93721

hiheifalbblfiPlLiL:

with us!!!
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SPOR TS
Karen's Comments

Tigers take

second

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

By Karen Komsak

The Tigers will take another shot
at the PCAA title race tomorrow as
they face league foe and defending
champ Long Beach State at 7:30 p.m.
in Anaheim Stadium.
Both teams will enter the game 14. This is the 49'ers first conference
match, while Pacific is 0-1 in league
after a heartbreaking 17-14 loss to
USU last week.
"We're still in it," says Head
Coach Bob Toledo of the conference
race. "We can't give up or quit.
We're not going to ease up."
Senior quarterback Harley
Miller, UOP's pre-season no. 1 quar
terback, will get another shot at the
job tomorrow, starting against Long
Beach. Starting quarterback Sander
Markel was moved from the no. 1
spot because of a knee injury he suf
fered last week, and because it was
felt that he wasn't producing satisfac
torily. Senior Grayson Rogers, who
started as quarterback last season and
was switched to wide receiver two
weeks ago, will return as quarterback
to back up Miller.

Sports Editor

"Winning is the only thing"
Vince Lombardi once said, "winning isn't everything; it's the only
thing." And so goes the thought of sportsminded Americans.
Tiger football has won one of five games this season, and it has
people (fans, observers) jumping to conclusions.
From this debate have recently come two schools of thought. I was
listening to a sports-talk show recently, only to hear irate fans pointing
the finger at (1) players; or (2) coaches.
School one believes that players are the rbot of the problem. In
dividuals have been singled out for dropping passes, not throwing passes,
missing field goals, missing tackles, and the list goes on. Individual
breakdowns are said to have cost the Tigers a game (or more).
The wolves are howling (n ««•
faces.
(In other words, "find players to execute the game plan.")
As a means of eliminating mistakes and getting some wins, the
coaching staff has made personnel changes, hoping to curve repetitive
ailments.
This brings us to school two. Blame the coaches. Coaches have
been blamed for not having the right game plan, not playing the right
people, for changing personnel too often (i.e. quarterback turnover) and
even for recruiting the wrong people.
Where does this leave us? Subscribing to either school would
probably leave you without a complete education of what is really hap
pening, but each has its valid points.

"We're expecting a great game,"
says Long Beach Head Coach Dave
Currey. "Both teams are very hungry
for a win, and I think it will be one of
the more physical games this year."
Currey's team will be Coming off
of a bye last week. The week off gave
the 49'ers a chance "to get healthy,"
and gave Currey the opportunity to
come to Stockton to watch Pacific.
"It was a heartbreaker (Utah
loss)," said Currey. "It took a lot
out of them. They're a good football
team."
Looking
to
tomorrow,
"Pacific's defense had been playing
very well, and their offense is ready to
explode; I just hope not against us,"
adds Currey.
In last year's LBS-UOP meeting,
Long Beach built a 17-0 first-quarter
lead. Pacific came back with 12 poin
ts, but was stopped, weakened bv a
suffering offensive line that slowed
running and halted the passing game.
In the series the record stands at 8-8.
The Tigers have won only one of six
Long Beach games played on the
road.
Last week's loss to Utah State
was a disappointing game that saw
the Tigers give up a 14-0 lead, burnt
by the big play.
"Some individuals have to come
up with plays," says Toledo.
"There's only so much we can do. It
gets down to coming up with big
plays. They (Utah) came up with the
plays when they had to. We didn't.
That's why they're winners."
Before the half, Pacific missed a
26-yard field goal and didn't get in

Yes, there have been some individual let-downs. Some players
haven't played up to their potential. Maybe a while on the bench will aid
their performance.
It could be that the staff was wrong for not making personnel
changes. Yet maybe they made some changes too quick. Time will tell.
Yet another mode of thought that is intertwined with the previous
two is that of the "UOP stigma of losing," an attitude players and fans
seem to have acquired.
In Pacific's loss to USU, the 78-yard punt return for a touchdown
saw players and fans saying "Oh no, here we go again." To quote scrip
ture (Matthew 17:20), "...if ye have faith...nothing shall be impossible unto
thee." Where's the confidence? Don't burn out.
Players were wrong for not saying "Hey, fine, we can still do it,"
and where were the fans that should have been telling the players "come
on you can do it"? Players were waiting to see "how can we lose this
time" and fans were saying "oh, time to go home. Chalk up another
loss. 14-0 was too good to be true." Don't get so caught up in losing
that you forget how to win.
Maybe I'm just an eternal optimist. Maybe I look too much to
tomorrow, but it's a proven fact that the mental aspect of a game is just
as important as physical strength. That's why there's such a thing as
"home court advantage."
Team and fans alike need to learn that UOP is not synonymous
with losing. The quickest way is to win.

NOTES: UOP will receive approximately $82,892 for regional telecasts
of PCAA games (San Jose vs. Cal and San Jose vs. Fresno).
The women's field hockey team was among "other teams" men
tioned in a recent NCAA poll as being of top calibre. UOP's currently
strong 9-3-1 season has surpassed previous years' totals in wins (8) and
goals. But the best part is that the season isn't over yet. There are lots
of good things on the horizon for Pacific hockey.

The Tigers show their elation after penetrating the endzone agains
Despite a good game the Tigers came up on the short side of the score.
the end zone more than twice, though
opportunities were there.
Toledo sees the failure -to leave
the half 24-0 was a "pinhole in
UOP's balloon."
According to Toledo, bad field
position and USU's 78-yard punt
return was "a real big hole in the
balloon. The air was leaking fast."
After another big Aggie play, a
28-yard touchdown run, Utah finally
won the game on a 25-yard field goal
with seven seconds left.
"The game of football gets down
to people. The game plan could be
great but people have to perform,"
said Toledo. "Somehow this team
has to start setting trends and
traditions for future teams. We have
to win and play hard/' he continued.

special teams player of the week.
Harmon had a total of 22 tackles (10
unassisted), bringing his current
season total to 118.
Both

Harmon

and

senior

e astw

linebacker Mike Merriweather
been nominated for the annual]
West Shrine All-Star game,
Harmon has also been nominal
the Olympia Gold Bowl, an
game in San Diego.

j CM* Dick FW.tr

EARN UP TO $11fOOO
COLLEGE.

In the Army Reserve, you can earn around $7,000 over
four years of college for working part-time just one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, plus two summers of train
ing at an Army post. Many units also offer a bonus of up to
$4,000 toward your tuition. After graduation, you'll have'
a valuable skill and work experience.
.
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High-performance for
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By Karen Komsak

call: 982-2141

FIRST TIME EVER

WMBHTS

isketba 11
midnight
Sports Editor

Though coming up short on the
score, the Tigers once again showed
statistical superiority.
Pacific
outgained Utah 231-200; had more
first downs, 15-10; controlled the ball
10 minutes longer than the Aggies;
and Tiger defense intercepted two
passes, recovered two fumbles and
allowed only 57 yards through the air.
However UOP defense missed some
key tackles in the second half.
Pacific players of the week in
cluded junior gunning back Dave
Brown as offensive player, who
rushed 48 yards in 16 carries, and
caught four passes for 53 yards. He
also scored both Pacific touchdowns.
Senior inside linebacker Kirk
Harmon was named defensive and

y
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SPORTS
Volleyball stretches NorCal win streak
Aggressiveness is a term usually
reserved for football teams, but
aggressiveness is what
Head
Volleyball Coach Terry Liskevych
thinks UOP needs tonight when they
face seventh-ranked Stanford at Palo
Alto.
"When two teams from the top
ten face each other, it's the team who
comes prepared that is going to win,"
said Liskevych, whose Tigers are
ranked ninth in the NCAA.
The Tigers have already lost once
this season to the squad from Stan
ford. The loss came at the Spartan
Shops Invitational 15-7, 9-15, and 1416. UOP, 3-0 in the league, will be
looking for its 32nd straight NorCal
win when the 7:30 p.m. league game
gets underway.
"The worst part of playing at
Stanford is their obnoxious crowd,"
commented Liskevych. Stanford is,
at press time, undefeated in league at
2-0.
Pacific's probable starters for
tonight will be seniors Jayne Gibson
and Anna Lamb, sophomore Chris
Bertsch, and freshmen Robin Burns,
Eileen Dempster and Jan Saunders,
UOP strolled past San Jose State
15-6, 15-10, and 15-10 on Tuesday at
the Spanos Center. Gibson led the
Tigers past the 17th-ranked Spartans
with 10 kills. Dempster and Burns
had six kills each.
"San Jose lacked a lot of inten

HHb

•cor#

Ut«h

State la.

Mike Mi
P* 'wm'Mied for the
"• shr">e All-Star
HQ has also been UUU11B

The women's hockey team faces
the biggest test of their record
breaking season when they play San
Jose tomorrow.

Coach Dick Fichtner instructs the Tigers Thursday
lining at 12 a.m. practice.

$11,000

lasketball
midnight
Sports Editor

It was the stroke of midnight,
rather than Cinderella leaving
ind her glass slipper, the UOP
»'s basketball team was opening
Hpractice. (The "castle" was the
ttr's new home, the A.G. Spanos
Her. i

2141

San Jose is currently ranked 4th
in the nation, and is still undefeated
despite the knee injuries that have
cost them three varsity starters. The
game is an especially crucial one for
Pacific since the Tigers have to beat
the Spartans to secure a post season
bid to the NCAA sectional play-offs.

igers get new home

By Karen Komsak

"SSfk

6.

Strong blocking by the front line
helped UOP to a 7-2 lead in game
two. Three Tiger mistakes helped
San Jose move up within one point at
7-6. Liskevych called a time-out with
Pacific in the lead 11-9. After the
recess, Pacific stormed to a 15-10 vic
tory behind some good serving by
Anna Lamb.
Game three saw the Tigers down
for the first time all night, as the
Spartans took a 2-0 lead. However,
strong serving by sophomore Jody
Schauer knotted the score up at five.
Gibson was replaced by Connolly
who served UOP to a 9-5 lead. San
Jose tried a comeback, but fell short
as Lamb served three winning points
and Connolly wrapped the game up
at 15-10.
"We keep getting better in the 51 as Jan [Saunders] learns to set at
different spots on the net," said
Liskevych, who wants to see the Tiger
offense able to spike into every zone.
Last weekend UOP split two
road games with nationally ranked
teams. On Friday, Pacific stunned
fourth-ranked Santa Barbara in
straight sets, 16-14, 16-14, and 15-7.
"We played near perfect against

. According to NCAA rules, the
fct possible workout could be
"Ia.m. Oct. 15. And the Tigers
h'twaste a minute.
fourteen players, including four
"trs and eight returning lettermen
"lost year, four coaches, a team
%r, a trainer, and a handful of
Pers were in the Spanos Center
'''l^Oa.m.
Though some onlookers were
®ng off sleep, the Tigers were en"siastic, running through ap'"mately
10
minutes
of
Monies, 60 minutes of drills, and
^utes of scrimmaging.
All of our players and coaches
tJ8or and anxious to get started in
ne* home," said Head Coach
"fichtner. "It's like any family

opens with
practice

Fortunately, Pacific seems to
have conquered their biggest
problem:
lack of experience in
playing together as a team.
The grueling, back-to-back
weekend tournaments at Long Beach
and Colorado paid off, helping the
Tigers to beat Chico 2-1 in conference
play last week. The fact that San Jose

moving into a new home. We're ex
cited "
Fichtner hopes that the ope-time
midnight practice which isn't unique
among college teams, will "set a tone."
"We hope to set a tone for our
players with enthusiasm and eager
ness," said Fichtner, "and maybe
make a tradition of it."
The excitement with the Spanos
Center stems primarily from the fact
that the Tigers are able to play on
campus. Fichtner feels this was "a
longtime coming."
"It [a facility of this caliber] has
been talked about for 15 years, and
was promised to players 10 years ago..
Now it's finally here. We wanted to
get in as soon as possible," commen
ted Fichtner.
Tigers open regular season
against University of San Diego,
Nov. 28 in San Diego, and will play at
Nevada-Reno Dec. 1 before opening
at home, Dec. 5, against Texas
Christian.
Pacific will play an exhibition
game, sponsored by the Casaba Club,
UOP's basketball booster group,
Nov. 17 with Simon-Fraser, preceded
by an alumni game featuring Tiger
players from the 1960s and 1970s.
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Our office is dedicated to quality
professional service for all our
patients.
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EPHEN L. POLLACK, O.D
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Students and Faculty are cordially
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20percent courtesy' on ma ^acuUy Member
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University

Tuesday, Pacific tied Stanford
2-2. Larryl Belles and Roni Aguilar
scored second-half goals to rally the
Tigers from behind.
The win brings their record to
9-3-1 for the season.

GRADUATE TOA
$5000 BONUS.

Even if you are not having any
problems, the eyes need to be
checked for health reasons This is
especially true for long-time
hard lens wearers!)

ri

beat Chico by the same score adds
fuel to UOP Coach Carla Konet's
conviction that the game will be very
close.
"We have a good chance to
win," she stated. "But we have to
take advantage of scoring oppor
tunities. You can't play catch up
hockey against San Jose."
Pacific meets San Jose tomorrow
at 11 a.m. on the football practice
field.

Water polo battled Irvine Saturday but came up short, 9-6.

Are you aware that as a contact
lens wearer you should have a
complete eye examination once

}

If you join today's Army for four years
and qualify for certain specialties, we'll give you
a $5000 enlistment bonus.
In fact, 57 different Army skills offer
bonuses ranging from $1500 to $5000. That
includes all sorts of things, from learning to
repair a Pershing Missile to operating a laser
in a tank.
Plus, there's the personal satisfaction that
comes with doing a tough job well. The added
maturity and self-confidence you'll enjoy.
To find out about all the benefits of
serving your country as you serve yourself,
visit your local Army Recruiter. Or call Army
Opportunities, 800-423-3673. In California,
call 800-282-5864.

ARMY.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Calif..
of Calif.,

951-2020

Freshman Jan Saunders sets
the ball Tuesday night when
Pacific set up NorCal foe
San Jose for a loss. The
Tigers are now 3-0 in league.
Tonight they'il try to stretch
their league win streak to 32
games when they travel to
Stanford, game time 7:30
p.m. UOP's next home game
is Oct. 20, 7:30 p.m. against
conference opponent Cal.

Soccer
The men's soccer team grabbed
their second victory of the season last
Saturday against La Verne Univer
sity. UOP held on to a 2-0 halftime
lead to win 3-1.
Tomorrow Pacific travels to
Stanford to play an 11:30 a.m. league
game. UOP is 0-4 in league play and
overall 2-19-1 for the season.
Freshman Geoff Storey and
sophomore Bruce Scarcia paved the
way for the Tigers' halftime lead. Af
ter LaVerne threatened with a goal in
the second half, Poco DeAngelo
dribbled past three defenders to score
the final goal.
On Wednesday, UOP ended
their home schedule with a loss to UC
Santa Barbara. The Tigers were on
top after a goal by Theo Bennett
when Santa Barbara scored on a
penalty kick, with five seconds
remaining in the half. UOP went
back into the lead when Pat Noyes
scored. Santa Barbara sent the crowd
home sad though, when they scored
two goals to wrap up the victory 3-2.
Pacific will be on the road for
their final five games and will finish
the season with an alumni game Nov.
14.

Water Polo

CONTACT LENS
WEARER?
rnU«

Santa Barbara," said Liskevych.
In games one and two, Santa
Barbara was serving for game points
before the Tigers clawed their way
back for victories. In game one,
UOP was down 14-10, and in game
two Pacific was losing 14-11.
"We were consistent and hung in
there all the way," said Liskevych,
who was pleased with the Tigers'
'never say die' attitude.
Gibson had 15 kills against Santa
Barbara in what the coaching staff
believes may have been her best game
ever. Bertsch had a fine night with
nine kills.
The next night UOP suffered a
setback to fifth-ranked Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo 15-5, 12-15, 6-15, and
11-15. It was Pacific's third loss this
season to Cal Poly.

Sports Briefs

Field Hockey

" '!i
' - Bowl, an
I San Diego

LEGE.

sity tonight," said Liskevych after the
Tiger victory.
In the first game, Pacific jumped
out to a quick 4-0 lead and was ahead
8-4 when Ann Connelly came in to
serve for three points. UOP was on
top 12-6 when Chris Bertsch served
for three points and the game at 15-

call: SFC Livingston

951-3510

Drew Hagen photos

fundamentals and playing better as a
team," remarked Coach Dennis
Nugent.
The poloists left Thursday night
for today's 3 p.m. game with the
always-tough defending NCAA
qualifier, Pepperdine. The Tigers
will then travel to Fullerton State for
an 11 a.m. game on Saturday. The
Tigers will be out to settle a 6-6 tie
they had earlier this season with the
Titans.

Intramurals
Intramural flag football is
coming to an end. As of press time it
looks like the Roaring Archites and
the SAE Woofheads are going to be
fighting it out for the "A" League
Championship.
That is going to be a very ex
citing game, so if you're into ex
citement, come out next week and
watch the battle take place. Play-offs
will be held on the intramural field.
The "B" League is a little harder
to predict. Again, as of press time it
looks like the Admissaries and the
Roaring Archites will be in the play
offs. Both these teams are undefeated.
Second place teams are much closer; six
teams are running neck in neck;
Bulldogs, Da Moks, Phi Delta Chi,
C.C.C., The outsiders, and Wheeze
Bad.
Unfortunately
the
Mixed
Doubles tennis tournament scheduled
for last Saturday was cancelled due to
rain. However another is scheduled
for the spring semester.

Another reminder, indoor soccer
The UOP water polo team's goal
for men and women starts next Mon
of finishing in the top three in the
day. The last day to get entry forms
PCAA was set back last Saturday
with a 9-6 conference loss to the UC , in is today at NOON. Bring entries
Irvine Anteaters.
into the Intramural Office located in
the gym.
One bright note in the Tigers'
The Co-Rec flag football tour
day last Saturday was a 13-10 defeat
nament, which will be held Oct. 24, is
of the alumni, and a 10-9 victory over
moving along slowly. The closing
UC Davis on Friday.
date for entry forms is Oct. 23.
In the Davis game, UOP was led
by freshman Carl Gunn with three
Women's Basketball
goals. Mike Haley and Drew Henry
each contributed two goals. Bob
Lady Tiger basketball is offering
Bejan, Ron Robertson, and Mike
tuition money to anyone interested in
Wall also popped in one goal each.
being a manager for this year's team.
The Tiger poloists, now 7-6-1
The job would include attending daily
and 0-2 in conference action, have
practices and games. For more in
decided to reset their seasonal goals.
formation contact Coach Mark
"We are going to take each game
French, 946-2472.
one at a time, and concentrate on
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Writer

Pause for a moment and think about the
UOP Health Center. Have you ever been to
it? It's that impressive brick structure across
the street from the intramural field.
I describe it for the benefit of those
people who have never set foot in the place.
Those of you who go there on rare occasions
can rest assured that it's still there.
Personally, I go to the Health Center
about once a year. I'm not implying that I ve
been blessed with physical fitness. It's just
that the center doesn't exist to treat the types
of ailments I usually suffer, such as
hangovers and periods of mental lethargy.
In case you didn't know, each 01 us
gave the Health Center $115 this year. It's
part of our tuition, a "health fee" that en
titles you to the services the center provides.
There are several catches to this fee. Firstly,
you have to pay it, whether you want to
use the center or not. The school isn't really
giving you a choice; it's as if they re
saying,"you will get sick this year." So, if
you're an awesome physical speciman who
never needs medical treatment, or it you

Does UOP rip off
healthy people?

due to the
women do

W H \ T POSITIONS DO MEN PREFER?
Slightly more than half of the men who answered
in qi v.. red the traditional position of the man on top:
'1 like to be on top-we both like it better that
way. Women seem to expect men to be dominant, so
why disappoint them?"
"Top, because I have more control and because I
can be more aggressive."
"I've always been on top; I did the moving
HKVS'' . It's kind of embarrassing."
out a surprising 35 percent of the men preferred
to be on the bottom:
"It's nice to lay back and relax with her on top
and let her use my body to suit her. I wish she'd do it
more 1 don't orgasm as easily this way, but I still like
ii. I can control the sensations more, especially if I'm
having trouble orgasming."
"1 like the bottom. That lifts me from the distinct
responsibility to achieve something for her. She is
then more involved and can respond to her own
physical feeling better. If I'm on top, I'm constantly
wondering if I'm doing what she wants, and worrying
about it. When I'm below, she does virtually all the
moving; I'm almost afraid to intrude on what she has
going. I love it."

Center, . think^eyprovtdea u«tul (

tion Any school striving for respec^
should have some kind of medical faci^
The problem is that the more servl
provide, the higher the fee the, C
charge. For the moment, the center h
relatively limited range of services. Bu„
cost you, on the average, an additionJ
they

Mark Le Bien
get sick in installments, using up my $115 at
my leisure in the course of the year. A third
alternative is to go into the center periodically
and fake an ailment, obtain a prescription for
drugs, and then use the drugs whenever I feel
like it.
I have to keep in mind, however, that
there are certain factors that limit my use of
the center. For instance, if I want to see a
general practitioner, I should avoid getting
sick before 10 a.m. or after 4:30 p.m. on
weekdays. I can't get sick on weekends. If I
want to see one of the specialists, say, the or
thopedist, then I should only break a bone on
the day that the doctor is going to be there.

prefer to get off-campus attention when you
think you need it, you still have to lay down
those one-hundred and fifteen big ones.
The second catch to this fee is that none
of it is refundable. It's not a medical deposit.
If you don't use the Health Center, then
you're basically wasting $115. You might as
well go outside and throw your money at
passing cars.
I'm not a miser, but I can't help but feel
that I'm obliged to get sick during the year,
preferably $115-worth sick. As I see it, I have
several options: I can get really sick all at
once, requiring lots of drugs and a few days
at the Health Center's infirmary. Or, I can

dollars every year.

The bottom line is that a health <*,
requires contributions from everyo,^
eluding those people "ho don t want o,
its services. It's the kind of operati0t
relies on a feelmg of brotherhooti ar|,
students. If I don t go to the HealthCe,,
this year, I guess I should get some spiti.
ootjefrx-tinn in knowing that I m helpij
regularly sick person get $230 worth
treatment. Share the wealth right?
The point is you should consider
$115 a kind of health insurance that,
might need at any time. But, let's faceij
you're healthy, you get ripped off.

REPORT (from page 1)

HITE (from page 7)
w i t h intercourse a close second. This is
refined techniques I need for which most
not have the patience, skill, or interest."

nt' s P °

In all fairness to the folks at the

DO MEN EVER FEEL PRESSURE TO
ORGASM?
Most men said no~they always wanted to orgasm
and did, but quite a few felt pressured by their par
tners:
"I definitely feel a pressure to have an orgasm.
At times when I haven't had orgasm, I've felt that the
woman misconstrued this to mean that she wasn't at
tractive to me or that she had 'failed' to please me. It's
hard to explain to a woman that I've enjoyed sex even
if I haven't had an orgasm. I usually do have one with
sex, but there are times when my orgasm isn't
ultimately important to me and I don't think I should
have to prove myself by having one, any more that a
woman should have to prove herself by bringing me to
orgasm."
"On the occasions when I have no orgasm, my
partner seems to feel that she has failed. I do not feel
that I have failed. If a plateau is reached and there is
no orgasm, there is still a great feeling of warmth and
satisfaction."

this document that we don't place
athletics in a very important light.'
Turoff contends that the lack of
consideration of athletics was a vietory for those who feel athletics
should be de-emphasized. "Omission
says that top-power athletics are not
critical to meeting the university's
long range mission, and we can
therefore question the future need for
expenditures in this area."
Concerning what the report does
say, Turoff stated, "if there is any
value to this document, it will only be
meaningful if all constituencies, ad
ministration, faculty, and students,
see that the objectives are met."
Turoff warns, however, that the
report shouldn't be ignored or the
administration may pick and choose
those objectives they want to im
plement. "If the faculty sits on their

hands, there is alwayl^/^^hings
with Winter Term, that
will be pushed throug
y
ministration," he remar e .
,,
that "faculty and studen
read and comment on the repo
•
j So far, the tacu ty has; neither
endorsed nor rejec
faculty representative body, the
Academic Council, voted recently to
delay consideration of the document
until December.
Bob Knighton, a professor in the
English department, is one who is
strongly objecting to the report.
Knighton told the Pacifican that "the
document has some good things,
but he couldn't support one "over
sight." Knighton argues that objec
tive I-B calls for "excellence in
teaching," whereas objective III-A
calls for only "adequate compen-

sat ion."

Knighton stated that this
sight allows the administration to.

pect superiority when they arc j/'!* f3vor
giving 'adequate' compensation" [sJa!rcVeragC
Knighton wants the report rej
,hoi 2
unless an appendix can be
be vt>
vstahHg j be*"
the report to amend this "ovi.„,
,lm hi
Larry Walker, professor in,
Wikh'
art department, feels that
e0Ct
«ftf
adequate-excellence is "mor( »
semantic problem." However
"if Hand g
feels that one shortcoming 0[
Judy Cham
report is the fact that the commit L in charge of s'u^r'
ceased to exist after drafting r the ne* P? .,
report.
Rej,ent<

ft

What then does the report® ^

for the university? Gwenn
probably gave this reporter the
answer to the question whenshei,
"often these reports just sit there-

these things worry me."

"

said i
jol
Hie committee. *

Molester caugh

The ladies of Alpha Chi Omega are proud to present their new Alpha Chi Guys:

From the book THE HITE REPORT ON MALE
SEXUALITY by Shere Hite. Copyright (c) 1981 by
Shere Hite. Reprinted by permission of Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc. Distributed by Los Angeles Times Syn
dicate.

Brett Bagney, Harmon Kirsch, Frank Reichert, Russ Ryeno, Ross Sheldon
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